
More Plug 'n Power modules and accessories

2 way modules

2 -way appliance module responds
to computer status requests
This 2 -way version of the traditional Plug 'n Power appliance
module responds to a computer interface Status Request
signal by sending the on/off status of the appliance. More
sensitive than traditional Plug 'n Power modules, it will react

) signals of only 50mV instead of the usual 100mV. Rated 15 amps,13hp, 500W.
amp module. 980-0614 32.99
,ppliance module. 980-0615 32.99
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2 -way lamp module with dimmer
that remembers its settings
Fades a lamp up from the off setting in about two seconds. It

.c

also recalls its last dimmed setting. When a signal is sent, the
dimmer will fade the lamp up to the point where it was last

dimmed. Use with computer interfaces that can generate a Status Request to receive
a signal indicating status. If on, but dimmed to some level, the module will report back
an ON status. Receives Plug 'n Power signals at 50mV, about half the requirement of
standard modules. Rated 300W incandescent. 980-0613 32.99

Sensors, remotes and modules

Hawkeye motion sensor II
Walk into a room and the lights go on. Imagine the
convenience of having lights go on and off as you
come and go. Couple this tiny sensor with any X-10
transceiver module. Control the lights or appliances
around the house. Dawn/dusk feature brings lights on
and off with the sunset and sunrise. Range 20 ft.
21Ax2K 980-0777 19.99

SuperRemote switches
or dims lights, and more
Use anywhere around the house. Operate all your
audio/video equipment and control any additional
lamps and appliances connected to modules. This
convenient 6 -in -1 remote takes the frustration out of
keeping track of several remotes. Control your home
theater, lights, appliances, TV, stereo, VCR and more
with this single remote. 980-0237 49.99
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Heavy-duty appliance modules
Control 220V high -wattage appliance such as a water
heater or room air conditioner rated 20A or less. Plug
in to regular 220V/20A outlet. Works on single split -
phase 110V/220V or 120V/240V system, a typical
wiring system found in most houses. Will not work on
3 -phase systems sometimes found in apartments.
20 -amp module. 980-0188 24.99
15 -amp module. 980-0189 19.99

Universal remote control
sounder/activator module
Use as on/off relay for sprinklers, automatic draper es,
lighting or other low -voltage items. Use built-in
beeper as intruder alert by linking it with motion -
sensing floodlights. Works with all Plug 'n Power and
X-10 controllers and timers. Can be set for continuous
or momentary contact closure. Relay contacts rased
5A at 24VDC. 980-0192 18.99
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ReX-10 barking dog alarm
with keychain remote
Deters intruders before they break in. Use ReX-10's
remote to activate the digital recording of a real barking
dog to frighten away intruders. Can also be used to turn
on an additional lamp or wall switch module. Add the
optional motion detector (below) to activate ReX-10
when someone approaches your home. Volume control.
980-0215 59.99

ReX-10 motion detector
Use with the ReX-10 above to activate the loud barking
dog alarm when someone approaches your home. If
motion continues, ReX-10 keeps barking and turns on
any lights connected to modules. Passive infrared motion
detector and light sensor can also be used to turn lights
on/off at dusk and dawn. Outdoor motion sensor is
battery operated for use anywhere. ReX-10 barking
alarm sold separately. 980-0216 29.99
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Security siren
Use with lug 'n Power security system and other Plug 'n
Pcwer controllers. Siren responds to signals with piercing
alarm. Easy installation requires no additional wiring-
plugs right into an AC wall outlet.
980-0229 29.99
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Set your thermostat
by remote control
Great for reducing heating and cooling costs. Adjust the
temperature from your chair, or connect to appliance
module and timer, and program the controller to adjust
the temperature. Conserve energy at night, return to
normal in the morning. Great for weekend cabins. No
rewiring necessary. Works with any kind of thermostat.
980-0212 19.99


